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finger,'and the face, throat and the depression (Hridftya) at
the chest shall be of the same  length  (5).   The space be-
tween the naval and the genital shall measure the lengths
of a thumb and a middle finger, the thighs shall be of twice
that length, while the  parts between the  calves and  knee
joints shall be  commensurate  with the lengths of the thighs
(6).    Now hear me speak about the laying down of the curve-
lines on the different parts of the body. Two such lines are to
be laid down on the legs, two about the part between the calves
and  the  knc-e-joints,   two  about  the  knee-joints and   two
about the  thighs (7).    One such  line  is to  be laid down
over   the   region of   the   genital, another about the waist,
while the other  is  to  he  carved  along the  upper portion
of the umbilical  region,   for the   purpose of  fastening the
girdle (8).    The region of the epigastrium, or the depression
between the two muscles of the breast, is to be made out by
such a line,  while two  such are to be placed  about the
throat, to bring out its rotundity.    One such line is to be laid
down across the forehead", while another is to be used in order
to exhibit  the  roundness  of the  head. (9).    O   Bramhanf
one such  line is to be  placed over the crown or the head-
gear, and seven vertical lines are to be carved in the same to
show its erect position (lo).    Lay down six such lines over
the space, comprised between the lower part of the spine,
and the end  of the lower garment, which after the cloth is
carried round the body, is brought up behind, and tucked
into the  waist band*   These lines are to be understood, as
exclusi ve of the middle or the central one (n).  The nose, the
forehe ad, and the mouth, shall respectively  measure   four
finge rs in  length, and so also the neck and the ears (12).
The cheek bones shall be made two fingers in breadth, being
equal  to the breadth of the chin, and the forehead shall be
made eight fingers broad (13).   Over and above that, the
temples, shall   measure two fingers each, over .which the
curls shall be made to huog, and the intervening space

